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EXT. - A MOVIE THEATER - NIGHT

THEATER MARQUEE SHOWS THAT THE PICTURE PLAYING WITHIN IS ‘STAR WARS - SEDUCED BY THE DARK SIDE.

A Wise Older Person and a Curious Young Person stand in front of Movie Poster for the film on the theater’s exterior wall.

CURIOUS YOUNG PERSON:
That was a great movie... but I don't understand one thing.

WISE OLD PERSON:
Hum, what's that?

CURIOUS YOUNG PERSON:
I don't understand how anyone can be seduced by the dark side.

CLOSE UP - WISE OLD PERSON

Wise Older Person Thinks.

WIDER SHOT WITH CURIOUS YOUNG PERSON IN FRAME

WISE OLD PERSON:
What computer do you use at home?

CLOSE UP - CURIOUS YOUNG PERSON

Curious Young Person smiles.

CUT TO:

INT. - FAMILY ROOM - BRIGHT MORNING LIGHT

A smiling Curious Young Person in a warmly decorated room finalizes homework assignment. (A Social Studies Report with bold headline and colorful illustration. Mac Logo prominent on monitor screen.)

CUT TO:

EXT. - A MOVIE THEATER - NIGHT

CURIOUS YOUNG PERSON:
(eagerly and still smiling) A Macintosh.
MEDIUM WIDE SHOT WITH BOTH CHARACTERS

WISE OLDER PERSON:
(slowly) But what computer does your father use at work?

Curious Young Person thinks and has realization.

CLOSE UP – CURIOUS YOUNG PERSON

Curious Young Person thinks and has realization.

CURIOUS YOUNG PERSON:
Seduced by the Dark Side!

MEDIUM WIDE SHOT WITH BOTH CHARACTERS

Wise Older Person smiles knowingly. Curious Young Person smiles back. This is the beginning of a beautiful friendship.

SHOT CHANGES AND EMULATES LAST SHOT IN CASABLANCA.

Characters walk off into the night.

FADE OUT.